In this journal in 1969 the authors described an unconventional method, based on concepts from systematic biology, for storing and retrieving data, whose salient features are: (1) data are stored in such a manner that the space required for their storage is close to the information-theoretic minimum; and (2) the selection of data subsets for retrieval is effected by performing Boolean arithmetic directly on the stored data. Here we describe new algorithms to increase the power of data subset selection in the context of this method and describe their potential for parallel processing.
INTRODUCTION
The data structure described in this paper, as well as Algorithm A and an earlier version of Algorithm B, embodied in an information-management system called TAXIR, was first described by us in this journal in 1969 [8] . TAXIR was originally designed with concepts from the methods of biological classification, and was first used for the curation of biological collections and as a monographic tool. Today, TAXIR serves approximately a dozen user communities in North America, South America, and Europe, and is still undergoing development [6, lo] . We designed and programmed the first version of TAXIR to test the method and were encouraged by its performance to develop it further. First at the University of Colorado [4] and later at the University of Michigan [5] the system became more oriented toward user power and convenience.
Gradually it came to include a high-level user language for data entry, correction and querying, as well as report-generation capabilities that permit ordered, labeled, formatted output, including options MATHEMATICAL BIOSCIENCES 72:1-12 (1984) for totals, subtotals, and N-way tabulations. Several variants of the system have been described [3, 7, 15, 171 , and a number of interesting applications have been reported [l, 2, 9, 11-13, 16, 18-21, 231 . The motivation for the present paper came with the development of an improved version of Algorithm B, and two new algorithms, C and D. This gave us the opportunity to rephrase our description of the method in the context of today's TAXIR, which has evolved considerably over the years. We are further motivated by the current interest in database machines and parallel processing, inasmuch as we believe this method to be well suited to a parallel-processing environment.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This paper is concerned only with the subset-selection capability of the TAXIR system. This section presents the minimal user-level background information needed to follow the argument. For a complete user-level description of TAXIR see Brill [5] .
A duta hank is a set of items, each item corresponding to one entity in some collection of interest, such as the specimens of a museum, the patients in a hospital, the responses to a medical treatment, specimens in a genus under study, etc. will have the states JAN, FEB, etc., and will partition the data bank in the obvious way; e.g., the state JAN will have as members all the plants collected in January.
A user creates a data bank by defining the relevant descriptors. Then data may be entered at will. An item is entered by listing all the states to which the item has been assigned, one state for each descriptor defined. A data bank can be thought of as a two-dimensional matrix of items versus descriptors, with a descriptor state at each coordinate. Thus, TAXIR is a "flat file" database system: no hierarchical structures, no multiple occurrences. See [6] for a discussion of these limitations. For the convenience of the user and for ease of internal processing, TAXIR assigns each descriptor a unique code number. The code numbers are the consecutive integers starting with 1.
TAXIR supports three types of descriptors. When retrieving data, a TAXIR user employs a Boolean expression to specify the subset of items desired. The simplest operand in such a Boolean expression takes the form desc relop ds where desc is a descriptor name or code number; where relop is one of the relational operators =, f , >, a, <, 6 ( = and # may be applied to any descriptor; the other operators may be applied only to FROM-TO or ORDER descriptors); and where ds is a descriptor-state name or code number, defined for descriptor desc.
The Boolean operators NOT, AND, and OR may be used, with that order of precedence. Also parentheses, nested to any depth, may be used to override the order of precedence. The data entered into TAXIR are stored in datasets, one for each descriptor. A dataset contains for each item in the data bank the code number of the state to which the item has been assigned. For descriptors of type ORDER or NAME, a dictionary of state names and code numbers is maintained.
For FROM-TO descriptors, no dictionary is needed, as the correspondence between state names (i.e., numeric values) and code numbers is established by a simple arithmetic transformation.
The descriptor-state code numbers are stored in an unconventional manner.
Let S be a data bank. Let Dd be the dataset for the dth descriptor of S.
Let 2 be the number of items in S. Let Nd be the number of bits in the binary representation of the largest code number for descriptor d.
Then the size of Dd is 2 by Nd bits, that is, 2 columns by Nd rows. The code number for the z th item is stored in the z th column. Note that the bits of any one code number are not contiguous in storage, but are the corresponding bits of separate computer words. A dataset can be seen as a set of code numbers hanging by their low-order bits like bats hanging by their feet in a cave. This data structure makes possible the retrieval algorithms described in the next sections. It also achieves a compactness approaching the information-theoretic minimum. With no prior knowledge of the frequency distribution of the items through the states, the amount of information needed to designate to which one of m descriptor states an item belongs is known to be log, m bits. If we wish to realize the advantages of storing information in whole bits, then the minimum number required will be the least integer > log, m, which is N,, the number of bits used per item by this data structure. For a more detailed discussion of storage efficiency, see [8] .
SUBSET SELECTION
TAXIR scans a user's Boolean expression from left to right and converts it to an internal Boolean expression, whose operands are dataset rows. This internal expression is then translated to Polish notation, eliminating parentheses and reducing the size of certain expressions. In this form it is used to drive the query execution processor, which simply performs the Boolean calculation requested by the expression on the appropriate dataset rows.
The result of this calculation is a bit string of length Z, called a result string, which describes the membership of the subset requested by the user. Summing the ones in the result string yields the number of items in the result. Since the z th dataset column contains the code number of the state to which item z has been assigned, then a one in position z of the result string indicates that item z belongs to the result and the value z is the address to all the information stored about item z. Savage [22] , in discussing Boolean expressions at an abstract level, has provided a sound mathematical base for comparing integer values one bit at a time. In this spirit we construct four algorithms, whose practical application arises in the special context of the TAXIR data structure described above.
For clarity, the algorithms are written in a simple, hypothetical programming language, which should be readily understandable to readers.
A. ALGORITHMA
The simplest Boolean expression in TAXIR contains no Boolean operators and consists merely of an operand of the form "desc = ds", as in the expression MONTH = MAY. The following, as well as all previous, definitions apply:
Let C, denote the ith row of Dd. Let DSC be an integer variable used to hold descriptor-state code numbers.
Let DSC, be the i th bit of the code number in DSC. Let T be a character-string variable. Let II be the character-string concatenation operator. Let a character string be delimited by single quotes (e.g., 'NOT').
When TAXIR recognizes an expression of the form "desc = ds", d is set to the code number for desc, DSC is set to the code number for ds, and then Algorithm A, which builds an internal Boolean expression in the variable T, is executed. The appearance of the term D,, serves as a signal to the query execution processor to address the correct dataset. Executing this expression on dataset D,,, illustrated in Example 2, yields the result string 00100010, which tells us that items 3 and 7 belong to the subset requested.
B. ALGORITIIM B
A second algorithm is used for Boolean expressions of the type "desc > ds", as in MONTH >, OCT. The same definitions apply as before. We get the result string 00001001 (i.e., items 5 and 8).
The reader is left to work out how the other relational operators ( f , >, <, < ) may be handled using these two algorithms as a basis, mentioning only that for < and i some provision must be made to exclude from the result items assigned to the UNKNOWN state (code = 0), as this state is not considered to be part of any range.
C. ALGORITHMC
Recently the authors discovered that a form of Boolean operand, hitherto unknown in TAXIR, can be usefully incorporated into the system: descl relop desc2 where descl and desc2 are two descriptors from the same data bank whose states are defined to be identical and where relop is defined as before, to be the relational operators =, #, >, 2,
Here are some additional definitions for use in the algorithms below.
Let Relop, x, and y be the names of integer variables. Let Equal, Not-Equal, Greater, Greater-or-Equal, Less, and Less-or-Equal be the names of integer constants whose values are irrelevant as long as they are distinct from each other.
When TAXIR recognizes an expression of the form "descl relop desc2", Relop is set to the appropriate constant (i.e., Equal, Not-Equal, etc.); E is set to the descriptor code number of descl; and y is set to the descriptor code number of desc2. If the operator is = or #, TAXIR then executes Algorithm C. /* Algorithm C generates a Boolean expression to handle the cases of "descl= desc2" and "desclf desc2". * / if Relop = Equal then 
T:=TII')'
Exumple 5. In a data bank of biological species types containing both collector and authority, we can ask which types were collected by one worker but named by another. This is the appropriate Boolean expression:
Assuming that COLLECTOR has descriptor code 30 and AUTHORITY has descriptor code 40, and that the states of both descriptors are the 61 systematists who contributed collections or names to our type collection, then Algorithm C will generate the following internal Boolean expression:
D. ALGORITHMD
Algorithm D handles the case of "descl relop desc2" when relop is >, 2, < , or < . This algorithm is derived from [22] , which gives a simple Boolean function that determines when a two-bit binary integer, X, is greater than another such integer, y:
Xl.% + ( Xl..?+ + "1~~lh~.T,, where _ denotes NOT, l denotes AND, and + denotes OR. This can be reduced to the more economical form:
where @ denotes "exclusive or". We have generalized this idea to the case of TAXIR, where we compare not one pair, but many pairs, of integers (i.e., descriptor-state codes) simultaneously, and where the integer lengths need not be limited to two bits. However, note that a one-bit code in TAXIR represents a descriptor with only two states, 0 (UNKNOWN) and 1 (some other state). Since UNKNOWN is not part of the range of state values, range comparisons ( >, > , <, < ) are not permitted for descriptors with only one known state. /* Algorithm D generates a Boolean expression to handle the cases of "descl> desc2", "descl> desd", "desclc desc2", and "descl =S desc2". 
STAMEN LENGTH > PETAL LENGTH
These two descriptors have the same states, defined in the order given. TAXIR will assign the state codes as follows: UNKNOWN = 0, 6 mm = 1, 7 mm = 2, 8 mm = 3, 9 mm = 4, 10 mm = 5. Let's suppose the data are as shown in Table  1 , where a dash represents the UNKNOWN state (i.e., plant part not measured). Then the expression STAMEN > PETAL LENGTH will cause the system to generate the internal Boolean expression when executed on the specimen data bank shown in Table 1 , the result string will be 0100000100 (i.e., specimens S2 and S8).
E. COMBINING EXPRESSIONS
To show how more complex Boolean expressions may be built up, an additional rule is given: When TAXIR recognizes Boolean operators or parentheses in the user's Boolean expression, it appends them unchanged to the internal Boolean expression T. 
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When executed on the specimen data bank of Example 6, the result string will be 1100000100 (i.e., specimens Sl, S2, and SS).
DISCUSSION
Although TAXIR is very efficient at selecting data subsets [14], the new algorithms described here will contribute further to its speed in data subset selection. They will also add to the power of the TAXIR system to execute a wider variety of queries.
An additional value of these algorithms lies in their suitability for parallel processing. In a typical hardware environment, such as that provided by a 32-bit processor, the Boolean operands are 32 bits long, which means that the algorithms can calculate a result string for 32 items simultaneously. This power can be greatly extended through the use of special hardware capable of performing simple Boolean arithmetic in parallel on very long operands. We envision a TAXIR machine in which the storage device that holds the datasets is endowed with the ability to execute a small repertoire of instructions on the data stored there. Such a machine has not yet been designed or built, but in such an environment, the algorithms described above would provide extremely rapid retrieval of large datasets, using arbitrarily complex search criteria. 
